Welded Metal Bellows Seal for High-Speed Sundstrand Pumps
Replacement Bellows Seals for Sundyne® Pump models*
LMV 311, 322, 331, 801, 802 models.

Single seal shown, Double and Tandem seals are also available.

Flex-A-Seal’s versatile design allows you to replace your existing bellows or spring seal with our high-speed welded metal bellows. Whether you use our complete assembly or reuse your existing housing, you are assured of the highest quality at a substantial cost savings.

*Sundyne is a registered trademark of the Sundstrand Corp.

Best Value

50% Programs:

• Retrofit Program—we will retrofit a competitor’s seal with a Flex-A-Seal bellows capsule of similar materials at ½ the price of a new seal.

Flex-A-Seal can adapt their bellows assembly to fit Borg Warner, John Crane, Durametallic, or Sealol’s existing flange. Whether the original seal is a conventional spring design or a welded bellows design, Flex-A-Seal can save you money and precious time by retrofitting the original seal.

• Repair Program—regardless of damage the seal will be repaired at ½ the original cost.

State-of-the-Art Engineering
- Superior bellows design: No elastomers at all.
- The bellows is the only moving part.
- High speed reliability—designed with vibration damping devices and high-speed bellows.
- Field proven—Both original and retrofit designs at some of the most demanding end user’s plants.
- Easy installation—fits above pump models with no modifications. No dimensions to be taken.
- Off the shelf design—delivery when you require it.

Highest Quality Materials

SPECIFICATIONS
Flange—316SS, Hastelloy C, etc.
Bellows Capsule—AM350 or Hastelloy C
Face—Carbon, Tungsten carbide, silicon carbide
Mating ring—Tungsten carbide
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